Introduction 21
El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) is one of the most important factors affecting precipitation, which has been achieved urgent 
Methodology 101

Determination of rainy season 102
The onset and withdrawal of rainy season was determined by the multi-scale moving t-test method. This method is characterized by 103 the detection of mutation points between two subsamples with equal size n, where n is the length of the subsample, (n=30, 31, … , 104
where ̅ 1 and ̅ 2 defined as, 109
̅ 2 = ∑ ;
and is daily precipitation for Julian day i within one year and for one station. ̅ 1 and ̅ 2 are the mean values of the subsamples 110 before and after the Julian day i, respectively. 111
The t-value calculated above was normalized by the 0.01 test value showing in Eq. (4), which is equal to the result of Mann-Kendall 112 test at 0.05 significance level. 113
where ( , ) can be taken as the threshold to detect mutations. ( , ) > 1.0 represents an increasing trend while ( , ) < 1.0 114 is a decreasing trend. The onset of rainy season in this study was defined as the mutation point corresponding to a maximum ( , ) 115 value. For this case, precipitation changes from a smaller to a higher value. Likewise, the withdrawal is defined as the changing 116 point corresponding to a minimum ( , ) value. 117
Classification of ENSO and ENSO Modoki regimes 118
Three types of ENSO were classified based on the definition proposed by Kim et al. (2009 1965,1972,1976,1982,1987,1997,2015 1964,1970,1973,1975,1988,1998,1999, 2007,2010,2011 1963,1969,1991,1994,2002,2004,2009 The definition of ENSO Modoki and conventional ENSO was demonstrated. Specifically, warm (cold) episodes of ENSO River showed decreasing precipitation, whereas the lower reaches had the opposite trend. The decaying CPW regime had relatively 144 regular spatial pattern. More specifically, most parts of China presented increasing precipitation during rainy season, with the largest 145 PARS being 20% above average precipitation. The distribution of PARS influenced by the decaying CPW is similar to that by the 146 developing EPC, with shrinking extent of enhanced precipitation in central China for developing EPC. The distribution of PARS is 147 similar as well in the two phases of EPC (Fig.2 , second row), with precipitation above average in northwestern China and 148 precipitation below average in northeastern China. The difference between the two phases lies in the increasing (decreasing)8 which became stronger northwards, and more than 30% below average precipitation can be identified in north China. (Fig.3b) . Nonetheless, the two phases showed similar precipitation 169 distribution, with reduced precipitation in central China (approximately -10%) and enhanced precipitation in southern China. 170
Typically, developing CEN demonstrated more obvious wet or dry signals compared to MEN. Moreover, the wet and dry condition 171 for developing CEN is the most serious among all ENSO and ENSO Modoki regimes in both developing and decaying phases, with 172 the largest precipitation anomaly reaching 50% above average precipitation amount and lowest 30% below. This means that 173 developing CEN should be paid urgent attention for flooding and drought monitoring. The spatial pattern of PARS for developing 174 CLN presented similar signals with developing MEN, with a shorter wet precipitation band in northern China for developing CLN 175 (Fig.3c) . The increased precipitation was shifted westwards for the developing MLN, compared to cold episodes of conventional 176 ENSO (Fig.3d) . ENSO and ENSO Modoki regimes in the developing phase presented various distribution of precipitation anomalies. 177
Wet or dry signals are more easily shown for the warm episodes of conventional ENSO, in comparison to the other three regimes. 178 Similar patterns of PARS for developing CLN and MEN is suggested to be further studied. 179
Decaying ENSO and ENSO Modoki years showed different features of PARS (Fig.4) . Most parts of China presented increasing 180 precipitation for decaying CEN, with more than 30% above average precipitation identified in north China (Fig.4a) . The decaying 181 phase of MEN (Fig.4b) of the cold episodes of ENSO (Fig.4c) , approximately 95% of China showed dry signals, and the condition was more serious 185 eastwards, being 30% below average precipitation amount. We can see that the spatial pattern of PARS for the decaying CLN is 186 opposite to that of CEN. Decaying MLN (Fig.4d) showed larger extent of enhanced precipitation in a band stretching from western southwesterly wind in the decaying year of CPW (Fig.5b) , which brings more moisture to China, compared to developing CPW 206 (Fig.5a ). This may explain the enhanced precipitation in decaying CPW (Fig.2b) . The difference between developing and decaying 207 EPC ( Fig.5c-d ) lies in the shift of anti-cyclonic flow in the western part of North Pacific (WNP). The eastward anti-cyclone for the 208 decaying EPC weakened the transportation of moisture in eastern China and caused reduced precipitation (Fig.2d) . The decaying 209 EPW (Fig.5f ) experienced stronger western and southwestern wind but weakened anti-cyclone compared to the developing phase 210 (Fig.5e) . The WNP anti-cyclone could bring plentiful moisture to China, so weakened anti-cyclonic flow will cause reduced 211 precipitation (Feng et al., 2011) . However, most parts of China presented wetter signals in the phase of decaying EPW in comparison 212 to developing EPW. Therefore, it can be pointed out that the India monsoon plays a more significant role in the formation of rainy-213 season precipitation during EPW phases compared to the atmospheric circulation. 214 
